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Since the inception of the twentieth century, the saving of power and energy has been the most
uttered word. The nuclear power is not safe; it has been cleared to the whole world after the
Fukushima Nuclear disaster in 2011. Radiation has no safe level. Japan has declared not to go
ahead with any nuclear power. Germany will degenerate every nuclear power within 2022. China
will not make any new plant and America has totally stopped to make any new reactor in its country.
But India has proved that it is an exceptional country. The nuclear lobby is declaring it safe and
clear also after the incidents.

Ignoring the protest at Kodankulam plant by the local people, the government is ready to open the
plants. India has many sources of alternative energy. But the govt. is not keen to go ahead with any
planning. Solar energy, hydro energy and so on have great sources here. Nowadays, there are
many energy efficient lighting components and they are available at very affordable price. To light
up an area or village or city we do not need any nuclear plant. But our government is not ready to
listen the appeal of their people, instead it is busy to sign contract and to fulfill the previous deed to
set up many new plants in collaboration with America, France, and Russia. Renewable energy
sources are very much available in India and they are very safe considering the nuclear power.
There is enough daylight available in India to produce electricity. Solar photovoltaic cells generate
the power from sunlight. The pollution free source of energy can produce drying, heating, cooking or
generation of electricity, if you have energy efficient lighting like led lighting FCL it can have great
energy saving. After setting up any solar power the running and operating cost are very minimal.
Wind power is also an affordable and abundant source of alternative energy. Using the wind speeds
the power generation is done. You can save your home energy by using many power saving electric
components available nowadays. The thermal power comes from coal and it is non-renewable
energy.

If we use power saving or energy saving light bulb, good quality LED light bulbs, star marked
electronic equipments we can reduce the ongoing pressure of bill amount. Theses equipments are
considered both economically efficient and environmentally friendly. Nowadays in many home and
commercial places, the use of the energy saving lights and equipments has been increased. In puja
pandals, Christmas celebration the traditional lamps have been replaced by the LED light. It saves
cost and produces a good amount of light. The technology and efficient of the lights are undeniable.
It is not so much tough matter to save energy for mankind. If we take step to save both home and
commercial place can save good amount of energy. The commercial place uses most powers like
running AC, lights, electronic gazets, motors. So in India the Atomic Energy Commission is trying to
make understand that Nuclear power is the future and it is safe. But it can be true after the
Chernobyl, Fukushima and many other accidents.
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Brilliant LED thinks about to produce eco-friendly power components. Our a energy efficient lighting
solutions will benefit you surely. If you want to buy any type of a energy saving light bulb, power
efficient a led lighting , must contact us.
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